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ROB de GROOT
PUTS AUSTRALIA ON THE X-COUNTRY MAP.

(251 Km) was over flat
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-
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Rob's flight is a credit to Australian
also proves his own skill which he hn w".r1rI.....l'IIirrl
over the years, competing in America and Australia.
His complete devotion to the sport in his work has
strengthened Australian hang gliding over the past
years, and we're stoked that Rob has chosen to stay
_._,~Iight on one in 1977.

Rob flew his 190 Meteor for this incredible flight.
You may purchase your Meteor 190 by contacting:

The Moyes Factory on (02) 387.5114
The Meteor 190 is certified in accordance with the USHGMA Certification Standards.

\
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Nt Buffolo -1982
THE AUSTRALIAN
NATIONALS

Day 1 - Jan.10th "Mutiny on the Mount" (Round 1)
V. H.G.A. or gan i sers came to the sudden r ea l izat i on that most pilots did not want the "nont hink" system of the 1981 National s.
A vote of
no confidence was recorded at t ake-off and the cont es t seemed doomed.
Whil st competitors sat
around waiting for conditions to improve, organi sers (p r ompted by a petition from the NSW team
but signed by most other pilots) hired visiting
U.S. pilot Jeff Scott to re-organize and run the
meet.
After a majority decision for the task
wa s obtained, a one-on-one race to Harrietville
(35 km dog leg) was called and the '82 Nationals
got underway.
A target in the l~nding field at
Harrietville added tie breaker pOlnts. Twentytwo pilots achieved the goal with 5 pilots "maxing" on landing points .
~1ain upset for the day
was fourth seed and Classic winner, Craig Worth
who was beaten on time by S.A. pilot Dermot ~'ieaney.
Sunday night saw Jeff Scott madly setti~g up ~
pylon course that incorporated scratchlng,cllmbing and racing, and whipping his competent (and
slightly weird) band of judges into shape.
Day 2 - Jan.11th "First in First Served" (Round 2)
The task was to fly "straight" to Mackey's
Lookout then find lift for duration until you could
climb out and cut the Gorge Pylon (Pylon I) level
with take-off.
The first pilot to cross Pylon I
would be ahead of his opponent at this stage.
Pylon II was at Eurobin (10 km up the valley) and
after getting the flag it was a race back t? the
Burrs.
Conditions were excellent and tactlcs
became important as continuous lift existed from
launch to Mackeys and back to Pylon I, so the
first to launch had a distinct advantage.
Landing in the Burrs proved more diff~cult than at
Harrietville and the task completion rate also
dropped as pilots raced hard and ended up too low
to get back to the finish line.
A f~w more upsets as Rick Duncan, Henk Numeyer, Ph,l ~1athewson
and others either lost it or were left behind on
the final leg.
Round 3

"l~ho

Seeded thi s Meet?"

Another race to Harrietville in the late
afternoon and inconsistent conditions found only a
few completing the task and more top seeded pilots
bombed.
Second and third seeds Mathewson and R.
Duncan lost again and top seed Steve Gilmour went
down and only gained one win for the day.
At
this stage Brian Rushton, John Reynoldson, Alan
Daniels, Steve Blenkinsop and Mark Fascius were
on top with no losses and it appeared that all
the big names were washed up.

Day 3 - Jan .12th "Bury me with

I~ounded

Knee"

We fin ally got down to seriou s stuff on thi s
day and the infamous Dennis Park De~by socc~r.
match was held under true gladiatorlal condltlons.
Wi th t he spectators protected by a 12 foot wire
f ence , and th e humidity at 90% th e teams proce~ded
to ki ck, gouge, spit, bite, knee and e~bow thelr
way through a high scoring bone crunchlng afternoon of what was supposed to be soccer.
~lan of
the match went to top Newcastle pro Rick Duncan
and the "mangler of the match" was easily taken out
by the "Bull i Bulldog" Stevie Stanwell . (More
injuries were acquired on this day than through
the entire contest) .
Oh yeah, rain early in the
day wa shed out flying but fortunately had no
effect on the gravel soccer field.
Day 4 - Jan.13th "The Mole and Turtle Show"
(Round 4)
There was a slight course change to make the
breaking of duration a little tougher but by halfway through the round the Burrs was producing a
beautiful thermal turning the task into a climbing race as pilots took the flag from turnpoint
judges "mole or turtle" then began the 2! thousand
foot height gain to cut the gorge pylon.
Blenkinsop from S.A. and Fascius from W.A. took care
of Rushton and Reynoldson and Shane Duncan had a
win over Al Daniels to leave only two undefeated
pil ots.
"You don't have to be crazy, but it helps!"
(Round 5)
Conditions deteriorated in the afternoon and
the same task was called again as a rlslng southerly wind began chopping up the lift.
It soon
became obvious that the pylon for breaking duration time was unobtainable and so it became a
matter of hanging on (literally) longer than your
opponent.
Rick Martin and Shane Duncan got blown
out of the valley and changed their one-on-one
match to open distance with Rick dribbling on to
Eurobin for a win .
Back on the ridge to the
North of the Burrs the turbulence was taking care
of the rest of the field until only the desperBlenkinsop battled it out with
ados were left.
Fascius to eventually move to a clear lead while
Rob de Groot had to hang until late to outlast
W.A. pilot Kevin (Leo) Walker.
Mixing in the
rough air with those four were Reyno' and Danny
Scott plus "Stanwell" and Jarso.
At 6 p.m. Glenn
Woodward's Green & Gold r.1eteor (flown by Jarman)
was still being tailed by Gilmour's Red &White
Missile.
Like kite with a coloured shadow they
bounced around together in the messy lift with the
thermal activity dying.
Slowly the tables turned as Jarman drew Gilmour into the rotor then
using his altitude advantage snuck back to the
spur to watch Steve fight valiantly for another
15 minutes before finally having to dodge the
trees on the way to the landing field.
At 6.30
p.m. th e round was over and the rest of the field
went home to change their underpant s as the remaining flyer climbed in wave lift back up to
3,000 feet above the landing field.
With Blenkinsop on 5 wins the group at his
heels consisted of two vl.A. pilots Fascius and
"Stubby" Hall, plus N.S.vl. fliers Rushton, Martyn,
Scott and Jarman.

Day 5 - Jan.14th "Ricky and Robby" (Round 6)

"All eyes on Al" (Round 9)

The morning course was set up again and it
proved to be full on scratch duration except for
one exciting duel between Rob de Groot and Rick
Martin.
After joining the gaggle in the Burrs
thermal they cored wing tip to wing tip up through
the pack before heading back to the main face.
Rick stopped to work some lift over the waterfall
and Rob headed on for the rock face where, much to
Rick's dismay, he found a good thermal and climbed
quickly, finally diving around ~he pylo~ to take
Rick,howeve~ came ln to galn another
the round.
high landing score.
Due to the number of tles
in the one-on-one format landing points were
important to place you ahead of others in your
group.
Rick was comfortably ahead of the 4 win
group and Blenkinsop was still undefeated after
taking the push-out award against Danny Scott.

Those starting this round with
Rick Duncan who was matched up with
Daniels drew "The Gun", Danny Scott
Ray Chatfield and Ian Jarman had to
with Bruce Daniels.

a chance were
de Groot, Alan
had W.A. pilot
fight it out

At the end of the day Blenkinsop was still a
win ahead with Jarman and Duncan overcoming their
opponents to make up the next group followed by a
very competitive 6 win group of 7 pilots.
Day 7 - Jan.16th "Steve has last laugh (liquid)"
Bright Belly reached epidemic proportions
this morning and at the time of the pilots briefing nearly half the field was missing, either still
in bed or at the toilets.
The final straw for a
sick contest organiser was Steve Blenkinsop's
removal to hospital and Jeff Scott had no choice
but to call the meet finished.

"Who is this masked man?" (Round 7)
By adding another pylon at Porepunkah Hill
(9 km from launch) pilots were required to race
around the 23 km course and conditions improved
to accommodate the long task.
Mark Fascius was
well into a losing streak by going down to Al
Daniels with Al 's brother Bruce rubbing salt into
Rick Martin's round 6 wounds .
Danny Scott rebounded from his morning loss to knock Brian
Rus hton out and Rob de Groot,still running hot,
scored a close win from "Stubby" in a neck and neck
race around the pylons.
Blenkinsop was matched up
with Jarman and they crossed py l on one simu l taneously and began climbing to cloudbase over Mt. Buffalo,
waiting to see who would break for Pylon 2 first.
It was a bar to the knees race with Jarman maintaining the initiative for the 9 km. Re got the
flag first but with both pilots very low and in
Jarman followed
danger of not getting back up.
Steve until they had to leave the hill.
Blenkinsop slipped over the back and Jarman followed
hoping for the S.A. pi l ot to give up and land.
Circling through the pine trees Blenkinsop outclimbed Jarman and from a safe altitude watched
him l and out then topping out above Pylon 2 he
f l ew leisurely back to t he Burrs with a clear 2
win lead on the rest of t he field.
A 2 win lead
is rare enough but whe n it's held by a virtual unknown it makes you wonder what this guy's got up
his sl eeve.

The 1982 Nationals caught on the run and the
placing determined from 9 excellent rounds.

RESULT5

skysooring industries
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515
VARIOMETERS
Hummingbird VE-10 .................. 5195
Ball 620H, small audio vario ....... $280
Ball 631, au dio vario
& digital altimeter .. .. ... $480
Kwik cl amps . .... . ..... . ... . ..... . . . $33
AL TIMETERS
Thommen 2000 - 26 .... . ....... . ....... S132
Wrist strap .......... . .. . .......... $8

Day 6 - Jan. 15th "It's lonely at the top"(Round 8)

WIND METERS
Hall wind meters with brackets . . ... 533

It was now to be seen if anyone could knock
Blenkinsop off the tup and those close were itching
to have a go.
That gro up consisted of Gilmour,
R. Duncan, Rus hton, A. Daniels, de Groot, Chatfield,
Jarman and Scott.
Rob de Groot was given the task
and the others were matched up to knock each other
out of 2nd place.

PARACHU rES
Advanced Air Sports
20 Kevlar lines
20 ft canopv, 1 oz c l oth
weighs 4~ lbs, super compact ....... $370
with sin91e container bag .......... ~390
with double container bag .......... 5410

The turn point was brought back c l oser to the
main face and pilots began scratching their way
back up toward Pylon I .
Blenkinsop made his first
mistake of the meet and fai l ed to follow Rob back
to the main face and Rob climbed to the pylon and
brought Blenkinsop back within reach of the second
group.
A few pilots were starting to fall prey
to the hectic pace and stiff competition as well as
to an exotic disease (Bright Bel l y) as we dragged
ou r complaining bodies back up the mountain for the
Porepunkah Hill race.

phone Steve Kennard (042)
61/194
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Epil ogue

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6=
6=
8=
8=
10

After a shakey start the 1982 Nationals grew
into undoubtedly the best yet; blessed with
excellent weather and meaningful tasks and the
experience and professionalism of the meet director
Jeff Scott.
It's taken a long time for a compo to have
tasks that actually test the most importand hang
gliding skill ... "to get up",c1imbing quickly and
efficiently was the key to success and our new
National Champion, Steve B1enkinsop, showed us how
to do it.
X-C INTERNATIONAL - MT BUFFALO
FESULTS
The weather was bad such that the contest became
a non-event with only two rounds being flown,
much to everyone's disappointment.
l.

2.
3.
3.
5.

Dennis Gilbert
lain Cummings
Peter Hansen
Steve r~anchester
John Hall

NSW
NSH
NSW
NSN
NSW

Mega 2
Meteor 190
Swi ft
~leteor 170
Comet

Best 5
Wins-Losses
- - - - Landing Pts
SA 8 - 1
10
NSW 7 - 2
29.4
NSW 7 - 2
20.1
NSW 6 - 3
27.1
NSW 6 - 3
23.2
NSW 6 - 3
17
NSW 6 - 3
17
NSW 6
3
16.2
WA 6 - 3
16.2
WA 6 - 3
8

R.Chatfie1d
S.Duncan
H.Numeyer
S.Gilmour
P.Mathewson
Russ.Duncan
M.Cockburn
B.Beer
J.Reyno1dson
I.Cummings
L.Hall

WA
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
VIC
VIC
VIC
NSW
WA

R.Martin
M.De1ay
G.Etherton
S.Kenworthy
D.Meaney
W.Hill
K.Smith
C.Barry
S.Tucker

A more detailed article will follow in next
month's issue.
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Swift 190
Missile 200
Meteor 190
Swift 190
Pu1 sar
Swift 190
Meteor 190
Swift 190
Swift 170
Swift 170

Wins-Losses
-3---6P. Kelly
S. Ruffe1 s
C.Worth
LO'Neill
"
P.C1e1and
"
D.Cameron 2 - 7
S.Gravette
M.Stoneham
P.Greenhill

4 -

5

B.Korneef

-

8

The arithmetic for this year was good weather, plus
improved pilots flying much better machines, minus
Transport Australia stubbornnness.

81/82 Buffalo
ClassIC
by

Name
S.B1enkinsop
R.Duncan
I.Jarman
B.Danie1s
B.Rushton
A.Danie1s
R.de Groot
D.Scott
M.Fascius
K.Wa1ker

The contest demonstrated the quantum leap the
sport made in 1981. Last year, a pilot averaging
20 km a day would have made the top 10. This year
he or she was disappointed.

The Flying Nosepick

Day 1 28 December 1981 - Open distance with turnpoint
It was a still, bright blue post-frontal dawn and
cu's formed early during the drive up the mountain.
Take-off conditions were excellent with steady,
smooth convection coming up the cliff face.
C10udbase was low for this time of the year, and
co1unteers confirmed a common southerly wind drift
towards Bright. The task called by Steve Ruffles
was Open Distance; but you could photograph a
turnpoint of your own choosing and use it as a
dogleg.
Most pilots knew that the conditions and task
demanded crossing Tawonga Gap to do well. The
flight today required getting high on the mountain,
then getting a second thermal near Porepunkah Hill,
8 km east of take-off. If it was a good one, you
could overfly Bright onto the Wandi11agong ridge.
A thermal here was necessary before crossing the
Harrietvi11e Valley at Germantown onto a high
spur, south of a mean set of power1ines. This
is where it starts getting interesting. The
terrain to the east behind the spur leading to
Mt Beauty is a hostile 10 km of eucalyptus
ridgetop. The donga of Tawonga.

Buckland Gap
Photo:

Val Wallington
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A thermal off the spur to c10udbase (6500 ft as1)
was mandatory before attempting the crossing. The
score was pilots 21; trees nil. Many continued
up the east wall of the Kiewa Valley, but none
better than Rob de Groot. Judi Hinton was in
radio contact with Rob, who had been in the air
for 5 hours and wanted to know if he had won the
day and could land. Judi rang up asking for
unaccounted pilots and relayed the message.
That's C1oudbas~ teamwork.
Rob f1ew north up the full extent of the Kiewa Valley,
then turned east following the corridor marked
by the Murray Valley Highway to land at Derbyshire
and spreadeag1e the field. It was the longest
single flight of the cometition.
Day
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

1 - Open Distance
(NSW)
R De Groot
(NSW)
P Matthewson
(NSW)
B Rushton
(USA)
J Scott
(VIC)
B Beer
C Worth
(NSW)
(NSW)
H Numeyer
(NSW)
R White
B Daniels
(NSW)
R Martin
(NSW)

Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Pulsar 165
Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Quasar
Swift 170
Swift 170

105
55.5
53
51.1
46
45.5
43.5
43.5
39
39

km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km

Day 2 29 December 1981 - 50 km dogleg race to Runnin2
Creek
Steve Ruffles called pilots together at 11.30 am
and after watching the wind technicians he called
a dogleg race.
The course was to fly east for 29 km to the highest
power1ine pylon at the top of Tawonga Gap, snap it,
then turn north. The finish line was the intersection
of the Kiewa Valley and Happy Valley Highways, just
south of Running Creek.
The wi nd was strong over the back but thermal
activity was also strong with well formed cu's
and a high c1oudbase. Take-off conditions were
dangerous with strong, gusty air blowing up the
cliff. The conditions near the mountain were
violent for many. Leeside air was pouring over
the top of the mountain and several pilots got
drilled to the Burrs at 1000 ft per minute in
rotor turbulence.
Those that found a first thermal and got up
discovered that it was a marvellous day.
C10udbase was a shade over 11000 ft as1 and it
was below freezing at that height. Several who
had caught their first thermal low had height
gains approaching 10000 'ft and they enjoyed
every inch. The best thing about the conditions
was that the wind drift was directly towards the
turnpoint.
At the turnpoint the wind became a big problem.
Once entering the Kiewa Valley, the task was to
penetrate a brisk cross-headwind to the
finish1ine, 21 km away.

A View from Buffalo.
Photo:

Val Wallington

Henk Numeyer won' the day. Brian Rushton also made
it, but the rest of the field fell short,
failing to overcome the headwind. Twenty-six
pilots made it over the Gap today. Once over,
several lost height so rapidly that their ears
hurt.
Since it was a race day, 2 penalty points accrued
to the 48 competitors failing to complete the task.
Day 2 - Dogleg Race
l. H Numeyer
2. BRushton
3. R De Groot
4. P Matthewson
5. R Danaher
R Hanley
7. N Mersham
G \~oodward
9. C Worth
I Jarman

(NSW)
(NSW)
(NSW)
(NSW)
(VIC)
(NZ)
(NSW)
(NSW)
(NSW)
(NSW)

3.5
4
4.5
4.5
6
6
6.5
6.5

km
km
km
km
km
km
km
kin

short
short
short
short
short
short
short
short

Meteor 190
Pulsar 165
Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Swift 170
Vampyre
Meteor 170
Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Comet 165

Brian Rushton took a slim ~ point lead in the contest
from Rob De Groot, followed closely by Phil Matthewson ,
and Henk Numeyer. It was clear that consistency
would be the critical factor in the final outcome.
Day 3 30 December 1981 - Yackandandah out and return
- 90 km
Driving up the mountain at 10 am the valley was
hazy due to a low level inversion, but on top the
air was crisp.
There were no cu's, but the day produced plenty of
thermals, which were smooth and with little drift.
Several eyebrows were raised when Steve Ruffles
called an out and return race to Yackandandah Oval,
45 km to the north.

Day 3 -30 Decembe r 1981
J Scott
(USA)
2. B Bee r
(VIC)
S Blenkin so p
(SA)
K ~J a l k er
(WA)
5 . P ("Trees")
Murdoch
(NSW)
6. R De Groot
(NSW)
7. J Reynoldson
(VIC)
C Worth
(NSW)
9. C McDonald
(NSW)
R Chatfield
(WA)
1.

,

..d/I!Jf';"

Paul I"Urdoch

Most pilots flew a route up the western side of
the Ovens Valley in dense gaggles, then crossed
over to the bare hill at the pine plantation south
of Myrtleford. A good thermal here was marked by
up to 20 gliders. You needed to get high before
crossing a gap filled with powerlines onto the
forested Mt Stanley ridge. Several who got
caught below the top of this spine were forced
out to land near Mudgeegonga.
Conditions changed as the afternoon wore on. High
cirrus come over, and although thermals up high
remained good, their strength down low was reduced
to a dull and gruelling 100 ft per minute.

66
65
64.5
64.5
61
61

Swift
Meteor
Swift
Meteor
Swift
Swift

km
km
km
km
km
km

170
190
170
190
170
170

The incident sparked a meeting with the Chief Park
Ranger before launch the next morning. He must
be informed as soon as humanly possible of any
accident (and the patient's condition) within the
National Park. A radio must be available at all
times on launch. All future Mt Buffalo competitions
should provide paid launch officials who are also
Safety Officers. It is a rule that if an accident
occurs within the Park, the pilot must remain with
the downed glider or parachute until help arrives.
The Ranger pointed out that you could survive the
crash then get killed walking out. Believe him .
If an acci dent occurs duri ng competiti on, then
all competing must stop until rescue is completed .

Twenty pilots made the turnpoint at Yackandandah.
It had been a great day and there were many broad
smiles that night.
Jeff "Big Bi rd" Scott won the day by making it
back for 23.5 . km. There was a three-way tie for
second place, 1 km further back up the road.

.

Meteor 190
Meteor 190
Swift 190

We had an accident late in the day on take-off.
Walt Nielsen had been helping pilots launch while
wearing his harness. When his turn came to take
off, he found that he was not clipped in. It is
due to quick thinking and extensive parachute
experience that he is still al ve . After the
glider left the cliff face it went into a spiral
with Walt hanging on to the base bar. It broke
and as he free fell he pulled his parachute. The
bridle line at the carabiner stood up to deployment
- but had torn to the last few stitches. The
parachute deployed just above the trees, and Walt
landed safely. at the base of the cliff. Information
was radioed back to launch by Phil Flentje flying
overhead, that he was okay and walking around .
Roger Murphy, our 1aunch Di rector, then informed
the ranger on top of the mountain and together
they went to Walt's aid.

Buffalo Take Off.
Ph oto:

68 .5 km
67.5 km

..

I t is further recommended that no pilot consider
his setup complete until his harness is clipped
into both hang loops and the gate screwed up.
Never walk around wearing a harness . It belongs
on the glider. Always fly with a parachute - they
work.
Day 4 31 December 1981 - Race to Harrietville - 30 km
The mountain was weakly soarable at 11 . 30 am when
Steve started launching the first wind dummies
As ~t . turned out, they soared up for the best'
condltlons of the day. High cloud cove r moved in
from the west and effectively shut down the lift.
Most pilots had treacle glides and failed to reach
Porepunkah Hill, let alone get over it. Some
caught thermals later in the day. Dennis Cummings
made Wandillagong for the day's longest flight,
and a few flew to the head of the Buckland Valley.
They were all great flights considering the
weather.

Celebrities J eff Scott and I an J arman, outer
left and right, and winner of the National s ,
Craig Worth, and family.
Photo:

Val Wa l l ington
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It had been a poor distance day. There was great
difficulty in splitting the bulk of the field and
Steve cancelled the day.
Day 5 1 Janua ry 1982
It rained steadily all morning and competition
was canned. Most were happy to have a rest day.
We were pleased to know that a new base phone had
been arranged by Steve at the Denis Caravan Park.
That evening the weather became cool , calm and
starry with the li keli hood that the last two
contest days would be flyable.
Da~ 6 2 January 1982
The day looked good but not exceptional when pilots
began arriving at launch. The clouds, which were
thin and low at 7000 ft asl were drifting towards
the north east. Steve called Open Distance
with the primary goal being Tallangatta Racecourse,
a tailwind 64 km away.

The Buffalo area from above.
Phot o:

Paul I"i.lrdoch

I was in really sad shape. Crossing Happy Valley
and four hours of thermal turbulence had reminded
me how unfit I was. I flew crosswind along the
Omeo Highway (good strategy!) thinking down
instead of distance. I landed beside a farmhouse
with a phone, in rough air feeling totally ragged
out. Landing on my feet (a big surprise that one!)
with two horses as witnesses, I drank my water,
chain-smoked and smacked my lips.

The most direct route from the mountain to the goal
was south of Happy Valley, where the topography
is a minefield of low ridges and limited landing
areas.
Since it was my only flight in ·the top ten I feel
justified in writing a blow by blow account.
I took off in the middle of the field, ' got above
take off in weak lift then flew across the rock
face to the northern side of the mountain, facing
Mt McLeod. A thermal to cloudbase had me
heading for a gaggle on the far side of the Ovens.
I got there low, joining Rick and Shane Duncan on
the merry-go-round. We scratched our way over
some timbered ridges, then I lost them. The
wind was freshening,
making it hard to get up
from down low. I got stuck in a scary bowl
below ridgetop in turbulent air which took ages
to lift off. It finally did, and I could glide
to the end of the ridge which was surrounded by
paddocks. It triggered a beautiful ,strong column
thermal, which had me on the road again. I flew
across the Kiewa Valley wondering where the hell
Tallangatta was, cursing at not having a compass
and ' decent map on board. We all knew it was the
southern most town on the Hume Weir. I could
see a little town south east of Albury that might
be it, an impossible headwind glide away. I
learnt later that Brian Rushton and Dennis Cummings
had made the same navigational error, but that
is another story.

The intimidating watchdog didn't bite me when I
walked up to the front door! The farmer was superb,
sitting me down to iced water and ~lonte Carlos,
after I had rung my wife, Victoria, letting her
know that I was okay.
I couldn't help thinking while waiting for a
retrieve (thanks Shane) how good my sport has
been to me.

Joining Craig Worth, Steve Blenkinsop and Ray
Chatfield on a 2000 ft bowl on the East Wall, I
ridge soared in smooth 200 ft per minute up, flying
upright, trying to relax my aching back. I flew
through one enormous thermal for five minutes by
simply steering the glider into the head wind.
Back at 7000 ft asl I could plainly see what had
to be the real Tallangatta.
Flying cross wind to where the East Wall goes bare,
I went over the back in a thermal that was too
weak for the wind strength. The rotor took hold
a mile behind the hill. I was back down looking
for a landing spot, when strong, rough leeside
lift rescued me and blew me onto the hill south
of town. Joining Craig in 500 ft per minute up
air here, we headed out to take our photos.

Buffalo X- C Cla ss ic organizer, Steve Ruffles.
Ph oto:
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Val Wallington

Rod White and Col Barry both had an interesting
day demonstrating the luck factor when flying
cross country from Buffalo. They took off late,
af ter the wind had picked up, got blown down the
valley towards Harrietville, then crossed Tawonga
Gap and flew against head wind for long dog legs.
They landed short of Tallangatta but still had
t e rri fi c fun.

On the following day Bernie Beer emphasized the
succ~ss of the competition by flying up the
c?rrldor for.105 miles, becoming the third
Pl~Ot to achleve a one hundred mile flight in
thlS country. Good one, Bernie. Congratulations
to a l~ those involved in running the contest,
e~peclally Steve Ruffles whose hard work,
dlplomacy and task choice was appreciated. It
was the best fun I ever had.

Ri ck Duncan won the day. He continued tail wind
af ter reaching Tallangatta, flying down the
M~ rray Valley Highway to log 86 km and win by a
kl lometre.
Day 6 - Open Distance
1. R Duncan
(NSW)
2. B Daniel
(NSW)
3. J Reynoldson
(VIC)
C Worth
(NSW)
5. C McDonald
(NSW)
6. S Duncan
(NSW)
7. R Chatfield
(~JA)
8. N Mersham
(NSW)
9. P Cleland
(SA)
10. J Scott
(USA)

86
85
84

km
km
km

79.5
78
75
74

km
km
km
km
km
km

72

70

Meteor
Swi ft
Swi ft
Meteor
Swi ft
Meteor
Swi ft
Meteor
Swi ft
Meteor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

190
170
170
190
170
190
170
170
170
190

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

There was one day to go and the top four fliers were:
1. Crai g Worth
27 points
2. Jeff Scott
30J, points
3. Brain Rushton
31 poi nts
4. Rob de Groot
34J, poi nts
No-one else was close; one of them had to win it.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Day 7 3 January 1982 -Race to Harrietville, 30 Km.
Sagacious Steve called a relatively short task for
the last day which was not only convenient but
(once again) correct for the conditions.
. It was a poor day.

31.
32.

It was Ivi ndy, rough and blue

with a low level inversion and shotgun thermals.
Many pilots dudded out and final positions were
shuffled quite a lot. Since it was a race day,
penalty points would apply to all pilots failing
to make the goal.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Graham Etherton was one of the ten to make it.
He ripped to win the day with an 'average speed of
22 mph. The four contenders for the lead all
bombed out on their first flights. On their
se cond serves, only Worth and Scott made it which
deci ded the issue. Crai g beat Jeff in by two
minutes to become the Mt Buffalo Classic
Championfor 1982. He had flown with consistent
br illiance and was a popular and worthy winner.

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

That night a very modest Craig accepted his winner's
cheque and trophy, courtesy of the Austrian ( not
Australian) Government, after a pleasant barbecue
at the Denis Caravan Park. Jeff Scott received
ri s prize and graciously acknowledged how well
Craig had flown. The third place cheque was then
presented to the bolting Byron Bay dark horsea very stoked Neil Mersham.

50.
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28/12
Craig Worth 6
Jeff Scott
4
Neil Mersham 17
Brain Rushton 3
Rob de Groot J,
J. Reynoldson 19
Alan Daniel
13
S. Kenworthy 12
Paul Cleland 16
P. Mathewson 2
Phil Flentje 13
R. Chatfield 15
Bruce Daniel g
Bernie Beer 5
H. Numeyer
7
S. Blenkinsop 24
Ian Jarman
31
Rick Duncan
41
Rick Martin
9
G. Woodward 25
Shane Duncan 11
Steve Ruffles 46
Kel Smith
23
G. Etherton
25
Rob Davis
19
Rob Danaher 32
C. McDonald
34
Lindsay Hall 35
D. Cummings
18
Kevin Walker 35
Mark Facius
45
Rod White
7
P. Mollison
32
R. Le Pine
28
Paul Kelley
41
Ron Hanley
38
Sam Gravatte 19
Tim Elder
44
Paul Murdoch 30
Ian O'Neil
46
Andrea Wilson 29
Jack Freeman 19
Paul Burns
49
Col Barry
38
R. Brierly
27
W. Collison
38
John Heymans 41
Val Wallington46
Kevin Stevens 49
Walt Nielsen 35

29/12
11
16
9
2
5
23
14
21
18
6
13
38
27
28
J,
39
11
14
21
9
16
26
30
43
19
7
41
47
35
25
19
34
31
31
46
7
45
40
47
23
47
47
47
31
36
37
41
43
28
47

30/12
7
J,
17
12
6
7
23
21
13
34
23
9
23
2
28
2
28
23
11
33
38
16
22
28
17
44
9
13
44
2
28
47
43
32
23
35
42
37
5
15
17
47
17
38
44
41
38
49
36

2/1
3
10
8
14
23
3
12
17
9
22
31
7
2
30
34
13
26
J,
28
18
18
19
19
29
31
11
5
16
14
39
27
39
21
49
23
46
39
25
45
46
37
31
35
39
44
37
43
36
46

3/1
3
4
7
29
26
9
5
2
22
24

Total
30
34J,
58
60
60J,
61
67
73
78
88
10 90
21 90
32 93
33 98
30 99J,
23 101
6 102
24 102J,
43 112
28 113
28 113
8 115
26 120
J, 125~
43 129
41 135
50 139
31 142
33 144
43 144
35 154
35 162
35 162
35 175
43 176
52 178
35 180
35 181
58 185
55 185
55 185
43 187
43 191
55 201
53 204
53 206
50 213
43 217
58 217

PULSAR 165 is an individually conceived glider, handcrafted
and Australian made.
PULSAR provides the light and responsive handling of a small
glider without sacrificing lifting performance at lower speeds.
The unique cross·bar retention system allows variable billow
in flight and combined with a genuine 70% double surface
Kevin Mitchell 'sail gives PULSAR 165 its low speed and
turning performance compaining with larger gliders.
Other benefits of the elastic cross-bar retention system include:·

* tight wires on take off

small glider
BIG
performance

* broader wing loading range
* mellower stall charactedistics and parachute ability for safer 40ntrolled
landings.

* stress relief on cross-bar and load dampering on air frame and rigging in
turbulent air.

* better lifting ability at lower speeds and broader L D range makes
PULSAR 165 the truly alternative glider.
Custom Kevin Mitchell sails a speciality. Competitively priced: Dealer enquiries welcome.
"This proves you can have your cake and eat it too'"
ENQUIRIES TO :MARK MITSOS
C/- SSG ARMSTRONG STREET
SUFFOLK PARK, BYRON BAY, NSW 24B1
Phone: (066) B56714

STAN ROY
SUNSHINE COAST
Phone: (07) 45 91B5
ROD STEELE
C/-SS H G VICTORIA
Phone : (03) 44 6557

TONY CHANDLER
Phone: (066) B4 2755 (BH)
(066) 85 6068 (AH)

LINDSAY HAY
CHRISTCHURCH - NEW ZEALAND
Phone : 32 8252

GRAEMEJOHN
GOLD COAST
Phone: 364516

... 4th at the Classic
5th in the Nationals

SKYLAND

BY

DCRJ§

SAILGLIDERS
------------------------------------~~------/
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Apart from the Kilimanjaro sequence the film also
includes footage of Bill and Steve flying in the
Ngongora crater. It probably sounds corny but the
crater of this extinct volcano produces its own
environment, just like a terrarium. It rains
every day. The vegetation is lush and green and
the wildlife is quite unique.

KILIMANJAROII

Additional spectacular footage was taken of Steve
flying the Rift Valley; soaring with incredibly
large numbers of birds of prey and 'buzzing' an
elephant . Well, not quite . Only Steve could
fly the Rift Valley because it was imperative that
he be picked up the moment he landed. You see the
animals are so friendly they could eat you.
Buffalo, elephants, lions : Bill ranked them in
that order, with the lions the least dangerous.

BIRDMEN OF KILIMANJARO
So why didn't Steve Moyes fly in the Buffalo
X-C Classic and the Nationals this year? Is
it that he's finally had enough of competitions?!
Unfortunately for those hoping to win the
Illawarra International the answer is no. Steve
was accompanying his father, Bill, in an assault
on Kilimanjaro, which is the hiohest mountain in
Africa.
-

The Rift Valley is a perfect ridge soaring spot
with steep cliff faces on either side of the
valley floor. Just in case the buffalo didn't
get Steve there was also the possibility of being
shot down by a 'friendly' bush gunman.

Kilimanjaro, an extinct volcano, is a 5895m high
snow covered peak. It is to be the focal point
of a one hour documentary film about Bill and Steve.

As well as the footage of Bill and Steve flying,
other highlights of the documentary include the
filming of African wildlife from the wings of
Steve and Bill's kites and film of the local
inhab i tants, the Masai. The Masai are an extremely
warlike people whose most prized possession is
their cattle. Just picture Bill Moyes trying to
tell a 15 year old Masai warrior holding a long,
sharp, pointed spear that he can only have one
jelly bean. Bill says he gave in and gave him two
(or was it two packets?) in exchange for a swig
at the cattle blood which is the Masai's staple
food.

The film is being made by Orana Films Pty Ltd with
a budget of $410 ,000 and sponsorship from the
Advance Australia programme. The documentary,
called Birdmen of Kilimanjaro, is already assurred
of distribution in England and the United States.
The film includes footage, shot before they left
fo r Tanzania, of Steve being boat launched in
Circular Quay, flying above the Harbour Bridge
and the Opera House and landing in the Opera
House forecourt. I'm tD 1d it cos t $300 for
the pri vilege .
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off in such incredibly thin air? You may well ask!
They dived off into 40 mph thermals, using a wire
man on either side. Bill went first and managed
to get off on his second attempt, after being
thrown back onto the mountain on his first attempt.
Steve followed, without mishap. The final take
off spot was ~ some scree alongside a glacier.

This sequence will be struck from the final film
but the film will include footage of the Masai's
dances and 'sings' which were held for Bill, Steve
and the film crew. A lion hunt was also organized
by the Masai, just in case Bill and Steve hadn't
already had enough excitement on their trip.
So over to the highlight of the trip: Kilimanjaro
is the tallest of three extinct volcanoes. Bill
and Steve arrived to find that four Austrians had
managed the flight from Kilimanjaro in late .
December. The fifth hadn't managed to get off
and stayed over night in sub-zero temperatures.
He was flown back to Austria the following day
with third degree sunburn. The air is so thin
that it provides almost no protection from the
sun's rays.
The climb up Kilimanjaro itself was pretty tough.
They walked to 15000 ft during the day. The last
4000 ft were done at night in temperatures of -10 0
The trail doubled back on itself many times. The
walk along these switchbacks took six hours. In
all it took six days to reach the top. They must
hav~ been really desperate for a fly, if you ask
me?! Fortunately, porters were available to carry
all the gear.

The flignt down to the base of the mountain took
one hour and twenty minutes. At 12000 ft they
met up and flew around with the helicopter which
is unable to fly at higher altitudes.
"It'll be a cbance to' take on a challenge I've
always thought about and an opportunity to fly
with Steve," Bill said before leaving Sydney.
!

"If you plan things properly they must work."
"We've put in a lot of preparation including
fitness tests and time spent in a compression
chamber. "

c.

"The only uncertain factor is the weather."
Strong winds and from the wrong direction
ensured a wait of twelve days before the
flight was finally attempted and, then,
accomplished.

Bill and Steve only had a small amount of oxygen
with them. This was used during take off and
the early part of the flight. Steve, unfortunately,
had to contend with blinding migraine headaches
and vomiting, caused by the enormous drop in
pressure.

"So was it worth it," I asked Bill? He replied
that the achievement, while satisfying, was not
as great as flying the Grand Canyon. When he
flew the Grand Canyon the kites were far more
primitive, thus making the flight a real test
of one's flying skills and abilities . Kilimanjaro

So how did they manage to run fast enough to take
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was- more -a- test of endurance. And, after all, he
didn't have to spend a day in gaol ,afterwards to
pay for the experience.

CONSUMER ADVISORY :
The following diagrams have been provided
by Ultra Light Flight Systems to show the correct
method of attaching a carabiner to an Ultra Light
Cocoon harness.
It has come to our attention that some pilots
are ~ttaching their carabiners to the ring only,
leavlng the chest and main supports , precariously
supported by a small webbing keeper.

The trip was a real African experience and this
to Bill made the whole trip worthwhile, almost
as much as the flying. It's not every day that
you land within fifty yards of a wild African
1ion.
Would be do it again? Probably not as the dangers,
risks and logistics involved in organizing such
a trip are too great . The political situation
doesn't make it any easier, either. Bill and
Steve had to fly wholly within Tanzania because
Kenya and Tanzania are presently at war with
each other. If they flew over the border,
into Kenya from Ki1imanjaro they risked being
shot at.

Three components must be directly supported
by the carabiner---the main supports, the chest
supports and the ring.
The function of the keeper is to simply keep
these,three components together, enabling the
carablner to pass through one opening to capture
all three.

But, true to form Bill tells me that he has
worked out a way of flying up to the top of
Ki1imanjaro by taking off part way up one of the
three mountains and working his way up between
two spines. However, he doubts that he'll
ever get the chance to test his theory out.

.
,Insert the carabiner through opening "X"
ln dlargram A and leave it there. Correctly
hooked up, the Ultra Light Cocoon will support
the weight of a Mini ~1inor.
Brian FilTlllell

Good one, Bi 11 and Steve! "The Meteor 190
is certain1j a glider for all conditions!"
All we have to do now is wait for the film to
be released after the editors have decided
which nineteen hours of film stays in the
can.

@ CORRECT

Olga White

mAIN We8BINC
SuPPo~T
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@~
®
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WRONG

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA

NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ...
We hope that the changes
we have asked for (5,000 f~ in unr.o~trolled
airspace and 300 ft . above terrain in
controlled airspace) will soon be approved.
However, please fly under the present
regulations until you have been informed
officially that the rules have been changed.

HANG GLIDER VISIBILITY
AND CHANGES TO ANO 95.8
I am pleased to report that the hang
glider visibility testing was successfully
carried out (finally) at Mt. Buffalo during
the National championships.

We all have a big education job
ahead of us however. A11 pil ots wi 11
have to learn to read aviation charts
and to learn how to plot a legal crosscountry flight. The rating scheme theory
questions are already being modified to
include such items.

Two Transport Australia pilots flew a
small plane from ~elbourne to Mt. Buffalo.
l~hen they arrived, the gliders were not
achieving good altitude since the task was
a speed run into the valley. The pilots were
mainly interested in assessing the visibility
of hang gliders at higher altitudes. Therefore, they flew off to Porepunkah hoping
that by the time they returned that some
gliders would be at a higher altitude.

What is still most important though,
is a pilot's attitude. Each pilot must
see himself as part of the whole aviation
community. He/she must realize that they
have responsibility not just for their own
safety but for the safety of all other users
of that airspace as well.

Surpri::;e, surpri se! They encounted
a hang glider over Porepunkah at 6,800 ft.
The glider was blue and white (probably the
least visible colors high in the sky).
Nonetheless, they spotted him easily and
approached for a better look. They checked
him out from every angle (above, below and
head on, etc.) and probably scared the
tripe out of him in the process!

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION AT STANWELL
The overseas entrants in the Lawrence
Hargraves International Competition are
already beginning to arrive. The
Australian pilots have been selected also.
Unfortunately, we have heard from
Gerard Thevenot and the 2 other French
pilots that they will not be able to
compete in the event this year. Their
sponsorship didn't materialize and they
were forced to withdraw.

In one way, it was probably better
that they encounted the glider unplanned.
It convinced them that hang gliders are
visible at altitude. They have since
written up a report for Transport Australia
stating that hang gliders are at least as
visible as other aircraft. The report also
states that since the approach speed is
much slower, there was more time to take
evasive action to avoid a hang glider than
there was when approaching another powered
craft. Gliders were especially visible
in turning flight and because of the
performance of gliders, they engage in
turns more frequently.

H.G .F.A. ANNUAL CONVENTION
The date of the HGFA convention has
been set as March 20-21.
If you have any matter which you would
like to see discussed at the national level
now is your chance. Write either to HGFA '
on the subject or else discuss it with yo ur
local state association in time for them to
put a motion on the agenda.

All of these points were made by HGFA
in its submission to Transport Australia
and it is good that these have now been
confirmed by the department's own officials.

T? adequately represent the flying
communlty we need to know what topics still
concern you. Do something constructive
with that idea of yours and pass it on.

This issue (of visibility) was the last
remaining barrier to the change in ANOs
which was requested by the HGFA Executive.
Negotiations on the changes to the regulations have gone on for 12 months now but it
appears as if the end is in sight.

Bye for now.
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Marsha M. Leeman
HGFA Federal Secretary

The INTERNATIONAL
at STANWELL
The Lawrence Hargrave International Competition will be held at Stanwell Park from the
15th to the 22nd February, 1982.
So far we have
20 pilots coming from Britain, Canada, France,
Austria, Norway, United States, Switzerland,
Ireland and Indones ia.

NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
P.o. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232.

The Australian contingent is as follows:

FROM THE LEARNER'S

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12 .

POINT OF VIEW
Most of us learners have accidents in very
s imilar circumstances from a common cause. The
message about airspeed in relation to control respo nse just isn't getting through (see H.I theory
questions and 18).
As beginners before we understand what control response is and press on failing to realise the cause of our difficulties, we
develop fear and lose conf idence.
The common
problems noticed:
O-HI
HI-HI I

HII-HIII

13.

14.
15.
16.
17 .
18.

Inability to straighten up into the
wind for landing.
Nil wind take off.
Landing in wind
gradient.
Learning to soar the downwind leg. Strong wind take off.

Steve Moyes
Rick Duncan
Steve Gilmour
Steve Blenkinsop
Rob de Groot
Ian Jarman
Cra i g Worth
Alan Daniels
Rick Martin
Danny Scott
Bruce Daniels
Brian Rushton
Hen k Numeyer
Shane Duncan
Glen Woodward
Stewart Kenworthy
Russell Duncan
Bernie Beer

Reserves:
1. Mike Delay
2. Steve Ruffles
3. Kevin Cowie
4. Co 1 in Ba rry
5. Bob French
6. Trevor Jones

Top landing in wind gradient, also
preparedness to abort and get away
again safely.

All of these operations have a critical
stage where the control frame should be pulled
back in to get sufficient airspeed for roll control.
To avoid accidents while performing these
operations, we should get instruction beforehand
from competent pilots with ability to describe
proven methods.

By the time this issue of Skysailor has
reached its destination, all of the above should
have received a copy of the competition rules.
If you haven't would you please contact me on
(02)521-6000 (wk) or 94-2645 (h).

The feel of wind while flying might seem too
obvious to discuss, but HII pilots have complained
about heavy lateral bar pressure, and when queried
about feel or sound of airspeed, they couldn't
answer.

Registration for the competition will take
place on Saturday 13th February, 1982, at my place,
19 Stanwell Ave., Stanwell Park, at 9. 00 a.m.
There will be a competition briefing at 12 noon.

The conclusion appears that most first
starters don't fully realise the importance of
learning to judge airspeed, our minds are overawed by the new experience and muscles too tense
to judge airspeed by the feel of control bar
pressure and control response, but we should be
able to quickly notice the wind on our faces and
re late pitch control to the strength of this
breeze.
From there we can progress to feeling
the roll control response in relation to this face
felt airspeed and eventually co-relate, bar position, airspeed, control pressure and response.

The competition may be extended to the 25th
February, 1982, if we have bad weather and cannot
get in enough rounds before the 22nd, so it might
be an idea to give some advance warning of this
to your employers, wives, or other persons vitally
affected by your absence.
There will be a barbecue and party at my
place, starting at 4.00 p.m.
Food and grog will
be provided free to competition entrants and
financial members of the Stanwell Park Club. All
others who want to come are most welcome provided
you bring your own .
The purpose of the event i s
to allow you to meet the pilots from overseas,
and generally have a good time.

We can avoid other common problems by waiti ng for the best available pilot to check us
be fore trying anything for the first time, such as
different harness, different glider, flying sites
and conditions, glider repair, new manoeuvre, etc.

On ~'onday, 22nd February, we hope to hav e a
dinn er and presentation at the Panorama Hotel. but
we will give you further details of thi s on Saturday, 15th.

Geo.
N.S.W.
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We are hoping to hav e a field of 40 pilots,
and at the moment we hav e a field of 20 overseas
people.
There may be some of the Au stralian s
who for some reason or another cannot make it,
but we should know definitely by the 15th of
February.
~Je would therefo re appreciate the
reserves keeping in touch with us.
There is
also the possibility that some of the overseas
pilots, despite assurances, may not turn up .
Preference. wil l ' be gi ven to overseas pilots and
if more than expected do turn up, there is a
possibility that we may have to extend the list
of reserve s .
However this is unlikely, and we
may in any event simply increase the competition
field.

HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES
D.Q,T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

The Back-up Chute
complete

Kieran Tapsell
(Secretary)

$343*

Deluxe Prone Harness
$94,50~

Stirrup $9,50*

Altimeter

CROSS-COUNTRY
bEftGUE

Hummingbird Vario

WARNING:YOU t>1UST HAVE EIGHT (8) FLIGHTS
TO QUALIFY: ANY DISTANCE WILL DO, BUT GET
YOUR EIGHT FLIGHTS BY FEBRUARY 28th .
CLASS B:- Positions at this stage are1.
Dave Gordon
2.
Tony Armstrong
3.
Gordon Lucas
4.
Robert Schroetner
(N.B. No pilot has yet acheived 8 flights)

$196*

Summer Harness
$84,50*
COCOON HARNESS

$]35*

C&D H/G Helmet

CLASS .A:-Positions of those wi t h eight
flights and their average:1. Jeff Scott (USA)
7g.Skms ~let e or 190
2. Rob de Groot (NSW) 71.2Skms ~1eteor 190
3 . Bernie Beer (Vic) 64.2Skms t>leteor 190
4. Ian Jarman (NSW)
S2 . 2Skms Comet/t-Ieteor
s. Denis Cummings( NSW)4 0 .0 kms ~Ieteor 190
6 . Henk Numeyer (NSW) 39 . 7Skms ~!eteor 190
7 . Craig Worth (NSW) 38.12kms ~leteor 190
8. lain Cummings(NSIV) 29,12kms ~Ieteor 190/
Phantom

$46.00

Kite Bag
$59*

*If it's not listed ask us.

Ray Chatfield a nd Kev Walker from K.A.
a nd Bruc e a nd Alan Daniel are a ls o looking goo d if they acheive th ei r 8 flights
by the end of th e month.
FINAL RESlJL TS ;-JEXT ~ 10 NTH ...... .. .
CELEBRATIONS: :: A presen t a ti on Kill be
held on friday ~ 1 ,1rc h 19th a t 8pm . \'enue
t o be a nn oun ced - Con t ac t Cloudbase for
more detajls .

PARACHUTES

AUSTRALIAr~:

68 WENTWORTH AVE ., SYDNEY 20 10
Tel. (02) 211 ·5555

Prices include Sales Ta x
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DATE:

Easter Sunday
(Apri 1 11)

People who don't live on the NSW Mid-North Coast
usually don't realise that the Pub With No Beer
exists .
And even when they see it they find it hard
to believe --- the place so reeks of the
atmosphere of the old country pub, its characters
and the famous song that it seems unreal .
That's one of the reasons why the Pub and the
small village of Taylors Arm. some 30 kilometres
west of Macksville has become an unofficial headquarters for the CLUB SMILE HIGH --- the band of
resident and itinerant pilots who fly the MidNorth Coast's spectacular headlands. valleys
and escarpments.

2nd

SMILE ~·

HIGH Fly-in
PLACE: The Pub With No Beer
Taylors Arm
.:...
(30 Km west of
Macks vi 11 e)
There'll be no entry fees and trophies (the
main one a cedar carving) will be offered for
first. second and third in each category.
Festival organisers are also hoping to raise
about $300 for distribution as prizemoney.

And thus it was only natural that when the
pilots heard about the first annual Pub With No
Beer Country Festival and Fair last Easter they
decided they would like to be part of it.
Area Safety Officer Chris Pacey contacted
the organisers and asked whether they would like
to add a fly-in to the program.

I

'.~'

:

Chris Pacey sees the day as both a relaxed
rage for fliers and a chance to showcase hang
gliding before a big public in a region where
the support of local people is being sought in
the opening up of new launch areas with great
potential. He would like to hear from any
fliers interested in being there (Phone
(065) 68 1920) .

"With the right conditions we'll take off from
Whip Mountain (8 kilometres away) and drop in at
the Pub." he confidently announced.
And with three days to the festival no lesser
personality that Steve Moyes launched himself
from the Whip in a kite borrowed from Chris and
proved it could be done --- he touched down on
the cricket oval just across the street.

Organisers are expecting 15.000 to 20,000
people at this year's festival! There's to be
country and bush music from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m.
plus sleeper squaring. a bullock t~am, woodchopping. draught horses. whipcracking. a country
market. a kids' circus. rides and motocross. And
contrary to the words of the song. the Pub now
has plenty of beer!

Came the big day and between 8,000 and 10.000
people swamped Taylors Arm for a day of country
music, bullock teams. woodchopping. market stalls,
rides and a generally large time.
The fliers proved a highlight!

In their publicity the organisers have summed
up the nature of the day in these terms:
"
"the Pub !>Jith No Beer Festival at Taylors Arm
is more than just another country music
festival .... we've gone back to the essence
of what country and bush music is all about
with people coming together out-of-doors and
away from today to sing and listen to the old
songs and have a good time . And with the
music. the colour and excitement of an oldtime country fai r the way it was before the
machines and rip-off merchants took over from
the tent shows. the spruikers. the daredevils
and the freaks of side-show alley . For us
the events. the fascination and the old
fashioned good fun of a true-blue, dinki di,
back-to-the-bush country celebration!"

That's why this Easter there's to be a second
annual SMILE HIGH FLY-IN with hopes that as many
as 30 to 40 flyers from all parts of the State and
Queensland will be there to take part.
Chris Pacey is chief organiser and is planning
competition for Hang 2. 3. 4 and Hang 5 rated
pilots. though conditions will determine whether
the Hang 2 pilots will be able to launch.
An independent panel of judges will assess
pilots mainly on their take-off, landing and
air safety --- not too much notice will be taken
of performance in the air as the occasion is not
seen a~ one where pilots should be encouraged to
take rl sks.
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Here NOW! New Siumberiand
Sleeping with a feeling like you've never
known before . . . you'll love the sheer
luxury of "Satin Comfort", the new bed
by SIUn1berland, HERE NOW!

','

:::

HANLONS » " 1
[ }<?{

1

4

..•.

~

Fine Home Funll ' ers : '
of 210-212 Mary Stre'
GYMPIE,4570.
- . ,. . ....
phone 071}, and ask for TONY or PETER.

"IIIllII!I"!hm

Lustrous satin covws in
3 subtle shldes, Ind of
COUnl, with Slumberlind flmous firm
Posture Spri...i....
Huny in todlY Ind
strob our ''Satin
Comfort" bedN.then
Ii, on it...you'll
experience totll
contentment.

...

11~~?::~f~~nge Australia-wide sales
on
sleeping with a feeling like
}{>ll've never krlcM'n benre...
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Coorob811
- YET ANOTHER BORDERLINE SITE"
"Byron Bay Skysurfers"
The triumphant Byron Bay Boys (congratulations
Neil Mershim and Brian Rushton) returned from Mt.
Buffalo after weeks of truly amazing thermal flying, hanging out for our beautiful coastal site~
only to find plastered across the gate of one of
our best sites - "Closed to Hang Gliders - by
order The Owner".
Quite bewildered, the reasons unfolded.
Once again, the Christmas rush of flyers had taken
its toll.
The owner of the Coorabe11 take off Mr. Tom Courtney - had received so ma·ny complaints
from his neighbours, being caught like the proverbial meat in the sandwich, that he was forced
to close the site.
The complaints ranged from swearing in the
air over houses with children, to complete lack
of privacy with gliders soaring verandahs, to
traffic hazards of too many cars parked on a
blind bend, along with more complaints of litter
and gates not being shut.
How many more times is the lack of consideration PY flyers going to jeopardize our magnifiAs a club, we
cent coastal and inland sites.
are granted permission to fly from the most
valued pieces of real estate in Northern N.S.W.
and yet those privileges that we appreciate so
much are abused!!
Well, that's enough of the heavy turbulence Byron Bay has always welcomed all flyers from Hang
One to Hang Five, and always will - just please
For 48 weeks of the year we
respect our sites.
fly most days without problems, so for those few
weeks of crowded conditions - please treat our
home sites as your own, and I'm sure you wouldn't
abUSE: yours!
The new procedure for flying Coorabe11 will
now be:
1.

The ~rigina1 take off is closed! The new
take off is 250 metres south - off the road.

2.

The Byron Bay Club is installing a gate,
with a gravel road access and turn around for
parking. Off the road parking ONLY.

3.

Any visiting flyers must be accompanied by a
local member.
Keys to the gate will be
held by all local flyers.
Gate must be kept
NO jumping
shut and locked at all times.
the fence.
-

4.

The take off bowl is to be flown at all times· unless you are at least 500 ft. above, when
there is 12 kms-of ridge with 3,000 ft. height
clearance.
Use it - don't abuse it.
Stay
high and respect people's privacy.

5.

Top landings may still be made in the original
top landing paddock 250 mts North.
Landing

approaches must be made from the South to avoid
flying low over any houses.
Access to the
top landing through the gate installed by the
club.
Absolutely NO walking the glider along
the road to take off - Pack it up and park
your car well off the road when you pick it
up.
Top landings at the take off may be
made in light conditions by experienced
pilots only - Speak to a local before attempting it, and watch it - it's not easy.
Coorabe11 has claimed a few broken bones
already.
6.

Don't drop litter and please pick up anybody
else's.
Don't abuse the woffos, just guide
them to parking properly and do not cause
problems to the local residents.

Coorabe11 is ·min Hang 3, with many turbulence,
power line and inland hazards, and yet develops
amazing conditions for a 400 ft. coastal thermal
site.
Locals have recently flown over 30 kms
over the back, and entered cloud sheets flying
head wind to the coast!
As with all our sites, come and enjoy our
consistent flying with us anytime.
Fly High and Safe,
Rod White.
P.S. The Byron Bay Skysurfers is considering
hosting a competition during the four days of
The obEaster - open to Hang Three and up.
jective will be to set "Hang Three Standard"
Competition tasks - one on one - and will not
pepend on the performance of gliders.
Everyone - Hang III or V - Skydart or the magnificent
Pulsar 165 (Free Plug please Ed.) could win.
The idea is to give Hang Ill's good competition
If you're a Hang V seeking some
experience.
amazing flying - ·go to Mt. Buffalo for Easter.
If you want to help Hang Ill's become better
pilots, come and help us.
Would anyone even slightly interested - even
if you're a Hang II at present, please write to me
and let me know your intentions for Easter.
If
there is enough interest shown, we will do our
best to stage a first class co~petition.
Rod Hhite,
Coolamon Scenic Drive,
Coorabell via Bangalow, N.S.W. 2479.
There will probably be a limit of 30 pilots,
and priority will be given to Hang Ill's willing
to 1earn.
I'll give a free plug to any Pulsar, if it's
associated with someone organising a Hang 3 compo
Keep up the good work. Ed.

Queensland News

NOBBY NOTES
By the time SkySailor goes to press the Nobby
Club will have held its elections. It is the last
time that I will be writing the Nobby Notes as I
will not be accepting nomination for any position
on the committee for 1982.
The Nobby has started to come good at last and
congratulations to Scott Tucker and Peter Ebling
for doing the first cross country this summer. We
are starting to have good flight~ again and these
two are going to be hard to beat. While I am
writing this I can look up at Mt Buffalo where some
of the Nobby boys (Dave Okley, Graham Pukallus,
Scott Tucker, Peter Ebling, Bruce Lee and yours
truly) are competing in the Cross Country International. This means that I will be out of touch
for 2 weeks.
Sorry about the shortness of the Notes but it
is very difficult to write about events at the
Nobby from down here.
Ted f.4cAllan
P.S. \~ould our recent Victorian visitor
"Rosemary" please contact Heather ~1cAllan,
12 Coates Street, Morningside. 4170, so that
we can mail your T-shirt.

Scared?
You should be ...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheet -.:
is not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

BACK-UP CHUTE
complete... $343*

Sunshine Coast News
The Sunshine Coast Club is holding an
inland cross country flying school. There
will be experienced pilots available and
CB's. Pickups will also be arranged.
The fee is $50 and this will cover 5 flying
days over a number of weekends.
The idea of the school is to introduce
Hang 3's and new Hang 4's to inland flying.
It is particularly aimed at assisting pilots
through the transition from coastal soaring
to inland flying.

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA m:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555

Price includes Sales Tax

For further details contact:
Stan Roy
(071) 459 185
Nicola Wallace
(071) 441 227
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Rainbow Beach
=

DELIGHTFUL SOARING

After a week of sampling Byron's smorgasbord
of soaring, several intrepid hang gliding adventurers from far off Sydney decided to trek even
further afield in search of greater thrills.
Where e1 se \~ou1d one go in early January to experience unlimited, silky-smooth soaring, than
magical Rainbow Beach.
If ever a site was designed by some nostalgic
retired pilot with ease of take off and landings
in mind, several miles of air and ridge to turn
and rice along and superb views to experience, then
this is the place.
Rainbow Beach lies an easy
half day's drive north of Byron Bay and is approximately 80 km east of Gympie on Queensland's Sunshine Coast.
It is a small, 1ayback beach town
which is famous for its 8 kms of 150 m high
coloured sand dunes.
Four wheel drive enthusiasts come from all
over the country to explore the beaches and forests from Noosa through to Rainbow Beach and then
across to Fraser Island (which is the world's
largest sand island 140 kms long). And, of course,
those 8 kms of 150 m sand dunes attract another
outdoor sporting enthusiast as the dozen or so
gliders on car roofs indicated as we pulled up at
the hotel with our instant crowd.

CAPTIONS: ABOVE--Dave Gordon flying over the
sand blow.
.
BELOW: Dave again with the ridge
gOlng south toward Double Island Point in the
background.
For the next three days we experienced strong
smooth easterlies.
They were not square on to
the whole ridge but were sufficient for us to fly
- half the length of the enormous dune.
Height
gains of several hundred feet were effortless and
the boys amused themselves doing wing overs and
3600s.
It was particularly fun to 360 height off
into the blow and then ground-effect out. New
toys were played with and many crossbar photos were
taken.
Gliders were swapped left, right and centre
and girl friends were given two-ups. Then, girlfriends were given two-ups while taking cross bar
photos.
Apparently, that was all too much for the
Bandit, and they ended up on the beach at the foot
of the blow, for a long walk back to town.

Predictably, for that time of year, within a
-day or so we had the wind we wanted and the instant
crowd migrated to the famous sand blow, the take
off and landing area.
This is rather a tight
place to put it down as its only about 3 hectares
in size.
There is one problem with flying from
the sand blow as the boys found out. The! km
carry along a narrow tree lined track and down
into the blow to where we set up should only be
done once if possible. To that end, several of
us hid our gliders at the back of the blow at night
and only flew down to the tower on the last day.

Unfortunately, for the boys from Sydney, it was
the day they left that the wind came on face and
pumped.
It was left to Doug Carey (a Maryborough
flyer) and myself to experience the 1000 ft. gains
and the full run down to Double Island Point. That
was the last day for us too.
We flew until sunset and followed the ridge down to the town to 360
our height off above the hotel.
We finally landed
on the beach metres from the grassy reserve by the
road.
So ended four days of superb flying at a
truly classic site.
For a pilot who wants to perfect his turns

~anding approaches and soaring techniques under'

1deal safe conditions, Rainbow is the place.
Doug Carey and I then went on to Fraser
Island for several days where we soared sand dunes
varying in height up to 40 m for runs of up to
32 kms.
by "Gordon and Gordon"
(better known as Flash and Splash)
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The wind seemed to be blowing southward, down the
Wandi Valley at this stage. I still had 2000 ft
ground clearance so after choosing a landing
field I stooged around for a further 15 minutes
unti 1 1anding. I chose an empty paddock near a
friend's apple orchard, as I could see them
sitting around their pool. The wind looked about
20knots so I pulled the bar back to my knees in
a steep approach through the gradient. The wind
speed on the ground was less than 5 knots and I
floated high for about 10 metres before touchi ng
down. I phoned a friend, who was abl e to radio
Trevor my position. While waiting for him, I
packed up and also managed to fix the radio
which had a short on the aerial plug.

Porepunkon (/;ght
BY GILBERT
After reading all the terrific stories of record
flights, etc., I still thought it a good idea to
tell about this one, even though it is short and
not too high. The main point of the flight is
the unusual conditions.
A new Buffalo competition was starting this particular
Sunday. Locals both, Trev and I, were feeling the
need to fly. On the way up to the mountain we
stopped to confer with two pilots just landing at
Dennis's. We got the impression that it would be
too rough to fly so we called Buffalo take off on
the radio. It was blowing 20 knots crosswind at
take off. We could see that this was a westerly
so off we went to Porepunkah Hill.
As we set up
thermals were coming up the face
every 5 minutes at 10 to 15 knots, with still periods
in between. A sky full of 5/8 cu's was approaching
from ~1yrtleford, including a small storm and rain
coming past Mt Porepunkah about a mile away to
the north.
I launched at 2.48 pm into the start of a cycle
with p 10 0 cross wind at about 5 knots, (northerly).
After a few passes I remained about 100 ft above
the top watching Trev setting up his harness and
hooking in. He remained at the top with his
wife holding on to the glider's nose. We had
trouble communicating at this time and I decided
that my transmitter wasn't working. After 5
minutes or so I hooked into a boomer which I let
take me up at 600 ft per minute. over the back
towards Bright. I turned slightly right towards
Clear Spot Lookout (away from the thunderstorm on
my left) and kept climbing at 1000 ft per minute
now.

!Time of flight was only 45 minutes for about
10km distance, but one of the most interesting
flights Ihave done. Trev told me that he hadn't
seen me leave and thought I'd come to grief as
just after I took off the wind had started raging
and he had had to pack up.
Therest of the afternoon was spent with a dozen
other flyers at Sinclair's pool in the
Buckland River, the best waterhole in the north
west. (Despite heavy water landings) ... Ouch! ..
Thanks to Trevor and Joyce for their concern and
the pick up and to the Nightingales for the
hopitality and the beer.

6988584

6988584

CLOUDBftSE

bang gliding centre.
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION
SALES & SERVICE

It was -very smooth (compared) to other flights
in this direction) and 1- was able to stand in

the harness to fiddle with the radio and take a
drink. The temperature was still about 30 0 at
6000 ft over Clear Spot and the storm was over
Bright still a mile or so away. But, it was
getting rougher and the wind had swung round to
the north further . This stopped me from
f lying towards Bright and the Kiewa Va l ley.
(I must admit that I was wary of the storm
anyway, so this didn't worry me that much.)

499 crown st. surry hills sydney
FEBRUARY USED GLIDER LIST
MOYES ~!ETEOR

190 ... . ............ S130 0
$ 800

ULTRALIGHT BA1\DIT . . . . . . .. . . . ... .
~!OYES ~!EGA II

I decided to f l y over to Wandiligong and further
if possible to Harrietville, over the next
ridge, but once past Wandi I began to lose heiCjht
rapidly as I approached the ridge. It looked
like the wind had swung 90 0 more and was now
coming from the east. A quick 180 0 turn and I
was headed back to Clear Spot, still at 5000 ft.
As I got within ~ mile of the top, I was almost
;evel with it and fighting another head wind.
Rather than push on (there's no where to put
down in there) I reversed course again and made
it over the ridge between me and Wandiligong.

U.P.

COMET 165 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -$1360

MOYES ~!EGA
U.P.

170 .. .. . . . . . . ... . . $900

II 170 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 700

COmT 135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1300

noYES ~!EGA II

170 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 950

Sl\YTRH STRATUS 205 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 400
A!\D ~!UCH ~!ORE! ... em-!E 1\ A\"D BROliSE ..
SHOP HOURS Kednesdav to Fridav l~noon -

6pm, Saturday gam t~ 6pm .... a i ter hours
phone first for an appointment.
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Fortunately for me, the two safety officers
who had landed during my second attempt came over
when they savi me packing up so soon.
After
exp laining, they advised me that the wire that had
broken could very well be replaced by a length of
shock cord which I had with me.
After doing so,
they loo ked over my glider and told me it was
ri gged completely incorrectly and were sur~rised
that I could fly it at all .
But not knowlng any
better, I had always r i gged it ac cording to the
exact instructio ns of the glider's previous owner.
To cut a long story short, they spent nearly an
hour re-rigging and t est flying it for me.
Then
I had a try.
The control r espon se was nearly
overwhelming and I knew th en that it hadn't been
my lack of talent for the last th r ee years, after
all.
On th e second t ry I soared for t en minutes
but landed after trying t o cross a gap I had
crossed earlier.
On my last attempt I soared for
twenty minutes and only came down due to a ~ack
of circulation in my legs, caused by my uprlght
harness.
It must have been one of the happiest
and most fulfilling days in my hang-gliding life
and went to show that books, of which I have many,
are no substitute for the advice and help of an
experienced pilot.

V.H.S.A.

._wa
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VHGA CONTACT SHEET
General correspondence:
Training enquiries:

P.O. Box 400
Prahran, Vic 3181

Southern School of Hanq
Gliding 03-44-5557 -

Office bearers:
President-Dave Harding--03-699-6128
Secretary-Gavin Hill--03-277-7942
Treasurer-Fred Butcher-03-561-6561
HGFA Coordinator--Craig Aitken-03-429-3001
Competition Director-~/esley Hill--03-277-7942
Safety Director-John Reynoldson--03-609-3051
Training Director-Rod Steele--03-44- 5557 (BH)
Editor-Paul Tanner-03-25-8148

By the way, the main purpose of this article
was to thank, with my deepest sincerity, the two
experienced pilots who rigged my glider and tested
me on my first rating.
~1y only hope is that
other Hang four and five "Gods" will feel a little
guilty if they're one of the many who, pardon the
expression when it comes to beginners say, "Give
'em hell!" After all they were beginners once
too and without beginners has the sport a future?
It would make the sport so much safer and less
frustrating if all concerned would share their
experiences and valuable knowledge as freely as
the two pilots I met at Fisherman's Beach.
I
know that if I ever become higher rated I will
always remember their example.

them IS thot's knows
After countless bruises, broken leading edges,
three years and a sagging confidence, I have finally started soaring and will be always grat~ful
to the two experienced flyers and safety offlcers
who made it possible.
I was down at my girlfriend's place in
Geelong on the 26th of December and a good south
easterly wind was picking up.
So, as per usual,
I jumped in my car and dragged my girlfriend down
to Fisherman's Beach. There were already four
gliders there and the wind was nearly perfect.
I met the two safety officers in the carpark.
They were exceedingly friendly and made me feel
really at home, unlike many other higher rated
pilots who often seem to think they've climbed
to such heavenly heights that they couldn't possibly consider us hang ones and twos.

Mark Smelstorius,
Vi ctori a.

Anyway, after sitting about and watching .the
beginners on the low dunes and the safety offlcers
soaring on the higher dunes, I decided to get ~y
old Phoenix 6B out and have a go.
After settlng
up and pre-flighting, I took off only to turn too
late, as usual and fly down to the beach.
After
what would easily be my six hundredth climb up a
dune face, I tried again.
On takeoff there was
a loud crunch and a sudden jerk, so I didn't even
try turni ng.
On 1andi ng, I found the short
cable to my C. of G. bracket snapped.
Why it
had snapped I don't know.
I had always checked
it for fraying and corrosion, neither of which
- were present.
So, that I thought was the end of
another day of disappointing flying.
I was just
about ready to give the whole thing up, sell my
glider and take up some less fulfilling sport.

VHGA is looking fo r people who would be
interested in assisting with the HGFA
executive . The shift to Victoria may
happen around April 1982 but it hinges
on whether enough enthusiastic volunteers
can be found.
If you are at all interested, contact
Craig Aitken, VHGA State Coordinator
Melbourne--03-429-3001. He can fill you
in on what positions will be needed.
This is your chance Victoria to help
out on a national level .
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HGFA MEMBERS EXCLUSIVE ...

Full personal
accident insurance
From HGFA Brokers
warwick blair insurances
A Member of the Terence Lipman Group of Companies

• Full 24 Hour Cover a day, every day, not just hang gliding .
• Full Hang Gliding Cover, including Competition Flying .
• Broad , Worldwide Cover, Lloyd's policy wordings.
• Benefits payable for a Full Year to 80% of income,
excluding workers' compensation claims.
• Limited Medical Expense Cover
• Your cover starts as soon as you despatch the
Proposal Form and Premium.
Be covered 24 hours a day, every day, wherever you
are, with HGFA Members' exclusive Personal
Accident Insurance. Select the Plan best suited to
your requirements from the Proposal Form below
and mail together with the Appropriate Premium to
Terence Lipman Pty. Ltd .
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - -- - -

-

-

-

-

-

It is always good to see some of our country
pilots attending these organised comps. and fly-ins.
At the State comps we had Don Murchison from the
\~est coast and Rory McLeod and Paul Cleland from
the S.E. The fly-in was attended by Chris Cowley
from Pt. Lincoln, Mark Tucker from Yorke Peninsular
and Peter Jones from Leigh Creek .
The State comps will continue to be an
important event on the SAHGA calendar in that it
is from the top pilots that the primary selection
is made for the state team at the Nationals. S.A.
pilots acquitted themselves well at the competitions
. at Mt Buffalo irlJan. '82. Pi lots 1ike Paul
Cleland, Phil Flentje, Steve Blenkinsop have
shown that their flying ability is equal to
interstate flyers. This is not to exclude
the other S.A. pilots in the Buffalo Comps.
who I am sure will have found flying at Buffalo
a rewarding and instructive experience. They
will be all the better prepared for the 1983
Buffalo Camps.

SAHGA's Annual Report
1981 was a very productive and eventful
year for SAHGA and its members. This Annual
Report will attempt to commit to writing those
things which we have perhaps forgotten.

The flying over this last 12 months has
taken on more emphasis for thermalling and
cross country than there has been in the past.
Steve Blenkinsop has perhaps had some of the
longest flights with his flying in the Lochiel
- region to Clare and Balaklava and in the Mt.
Terrible region to Goolwa. The 1981 State
Competitions_~t Lochiel over Easter were a

Training has been a problem in S.A. in that
we find that despite having heaps of potential
students we lack instructors. The responsibility
for training falls on the same people who soon
get sick of it. The instructor's course run by
Ian Jarman in December was well attended and
hopefully those in attendance will now commit some
of their time to training just as other pilots
have trained us in the past. It is only by
getting new pilots trained safely that we can
hope for the sport to grow.
Minor accidents have been prevalent this year
with quite a few broken bones, especially in
people learning. Generally this occurs when
pilots become over-confident and fly in conditions

NOTICE OF

getting secretarial work done. This year will see
a change in venue for our monthly meetings as we
can no lonqer use the South Adelaide Football
Club rooms-after the March AGM. No doubt a suitable pub will be found as an alternative.
It is pleasing to note that the book about
Wayne Blackmore "Born to Fly" has now been
.
released and is a good insight into early flYlng
in S.A. and also Wayne, who was a remarkable man.

INTENTION

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1982
The SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED Executive Committee hereby notifies
all members that the 1982 Annual General Meeting
shall be held on:Tuesday, the Second of March, 1982, at
8.00 p.m. at the Clubrooms of the South
Adelaide Football Club Inc., 1303 South
Road, St. Marys. '

Finally I would like to thank members of the
1981 executive, especially John Mellowship and
Ross Wilkinson for their assistance. I'm sure
their expertise will see SAHGA run well in 1982.

Nomination forms for the election of the
Executive Committee are available on request from
!the Secretary at the above address.

To all my flying friends throughout Australia
I wi 11 say farewelL Vi c and I are off for 12
months overseas.

PROXY VOTING

R.B. Woodward,
President,
S.A.H.G.A. Inc.

If for some reason you cannot attend the
A.G.M. you may, if you wish to, take advantage
of Proxy Voting by filling out the slip below
and returning it to the Secretary at the above
address.
PROXY VOTE:

Croweaters Corner

.................•....................•.. do
hereby nominate .............................. .
........................ to cast my Proxy Vote
at the A.G.M. of the South Australian Hang Gliding
Association Incorporated.

by Terry Tipstall
Here are a few highlights from Mt Buffalo that
picked up during my holiday there.
Rumours are circulating about a flight of approx.
130 Km done by Gary Emu at Buffalo. The sound of
someone yell i ng "Rotate!" was heard for many mil es
around the area.

Signed: ......••.....•.....•..•• Date: .•.••..•..•

SKYSAILOR

Did you hear the joke about the Irish wind
dummy? Ask Dag Ravers.

BACK ISSUES
Pilots at Buffalo were elated when news of BB
'Bernard Boozers 100 miles flight came through.
Suspicions were aroused however when some unusual
footprints were found at a nearby bus station.
The bus company had complained that the words
"Monash University H.G.C." were found painted on
the inside of the bus and a man fitting Bernie's
description was seen stowing a glider on a bus.
The moral is -Pilots with large toes shouldn't
stow clones.

The following back 'issues of SKYSAILOR are
available from TAHGA at the amazing price
of

~ (j\

rJ.

per issue,

~~ ~ including postage
Note that not all issues are in stock.
Send your order and money to _
TAHGA,
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006.

Back in Adelaide, the news of Stove
Drunkensloppy's win spread slowly. Most pilots
were forewarned and cancelled their Tuesday
morning ' s newspaper. When they were asked about
his win the typical reply was "Stove who?" His
presence at the next SAHGA meeting is unlikely,
however, as there are problems anticipated in
fitting his head through the door.

Real oldies
Sep '75
Apr '76
Aug '76

Overheard at the recent Beach BBQ:
"Why di d the carabi ner cross the road?"
"I dunno"
"Because it was nailed to the chicken!"
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1980
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

1981
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

Oct
Nov
Dec

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

o

ACCIDENT REPORT

Q.
What of the following was most likely for my
cras h. (You may say why ask the doc.
Well I
have been surprised by things the young doctors
of today know .)
1.

Was it a sudden gust of wind which shot my
glider into the face of the cliff (if so I
must have been flying too slow)?

2.

Did I suffer a minor black out. (I fir st
started flying in 1942 to see if I would
become airsick for bombers)?

3.

Will it ever be possible to recall what
happened to me?

4.

My glider is fitted with a stall warning.
Did I hear my stall warning before crashing
or was it afterwards?

The above questions have been going through
my mind since the crash, perhaps you experts have
been through the above and can enlighten me .
I
intend flying again once I'm o.k. physically.
Ever since going to the first hang gliding school
in S.A. I hav e always worn boots and motorcycle
protector leggings under my flying suit.
Army
spats, gloves, crash helmet, and on each of my
hang gliders my 'A' frames have always been covered with sponge rubber.
The above would account
for why I'm alive and the policeman passenger in
a car died.
I have never flown without protection and now I never will.
It is my opinion that
when one i s due to die it will happen whether
flying a glider or walking on a footpath. Whilst
I believe the above, one will always meet the
person who will say well if it's preordained why
bother with any precautions.
To these people
I say, if one takes no precautions one may not
die but end up as an invalid.
To people who have
said to me why don't I take some other sport up,
I took up sO€cer, I ended
the answer is simple.
up in the sick bay after my face and a fellow's
footy boot connected.
I tried cricket, the
cricket ball came towards me, I reached up to
I took up
catch it and caught it in the face.
badminton and for many years enjoyed it but my.
local club closed up whilst I was on a working
holiday in the U.K.

Dear Editor,
Since I've had my hang gliding crash (Sat.
19/12/81) people have been telling me to give
such a dangerous sport away.
Whilst walking
down to the newspaper shop the other day I read
in the paper where a policeman, a passenger in a
car was killed; now to my friends he was in a
On the other
safe position, just a passenger.
hand from their point of view I was in a dangerous sport.
On the day I crashed, the wind kept
coming and going but by the time I had carried
my glider up from the beach to the take off position, set my glider up, we had about ten minutes
wait before the wind picked up to 15-20 knots.
I stepped back to allow the more expert flyers to
take off, after they had been flying around for
ten minutes at about 100 ft. abov~ I took off.
I immediately flew to the other flyers' height.
After a while I noticed no one was flying the
cliffs below so I decided it was the kind of
I flew the
experience I needed so down I went.
back cliffs for about ten minutes.
I had carried my glider in a trolley from my
car at Maslins along the beach·, the trolley was
equipped with a wind direction flag.
I left the
trolley on the beach so decided to land there.
I flew to the front cliff, flew along (it was a
SW wind} beautifully then decided to make a 180 0
turn 50 I could fly toward the flag and make sure
my landing was correct. (So at this stage I would
have a bit of tail wind.)
Things seemed to be
well in hand.
I was still flying the front cliff
when I noticed the flag in the distance but too
far away to read.
That was the last thing I
recall until waking up in hospital.
According
to the local paper I hit the cliff about 20-30
metres up.
~ly glider must have brought me down
after the crash like a parachute.
I mu st have
been unconscious immediately which would account
for not having any broken bones but very sore
muscles.

Friends have tried to interest me in lawn
bowls which I've no doubt is a good game if one
is interested in bowls.
So I spent most of my
spare time in the garden or becoming fat and lazy
in front of the T.V . Then one day I saw my first
hang glider on T.V.
From then on I just had to
fly again.
It has filled a space in my life
which had been missing since my airforce days.
I will stop flying when I can no longer carry my
own glider up the hill /c liff for take off.
Finally, I would like to thank everyon e who
came to my assistance after my crash.
This is
one sport where there are no age, class or sex
barriers.
Yours,
Bill Thorneywork.
Torrens Park, S.A.

Whilst I cannot remember what happened, I
surmised the following,which I hope all our readers
will give me a few clues to .
Next week I have to go for therapy, 6/1 /82.
Whilst there I will ask the doctor the following.
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/I

... a hard head

/I

May I remind anyone wishing to fly Mt. Talbingo
that the local Head Ranger insists on 2 way radio
contact between the take off area and the landing
area, a four wheel drive vehicle, a Safety Officer
present at all times and he also requires a few
days warning of the intended flight(s).

P.S.

Dear Editor,
In July 1981 Skysailor began the policy of
in s i sting that manufacturers must indicate whether
or not their kite s meet the U. S.H . G.M.A. certification standards.

We local flyers have now been given the log
book and he will view it every month or so, but
we have not flown Talbingo since he started insisting on radios, because my small set doesn't
have the range.

Being an engineer who has worked extensively
with standards of various types, I would normally
applaud any move to improve safety regulation s .
But no effort seems to have been made to enable
local manufacturers to have their kites certified
within Australia at a reasonable cost.
If they
have to send a kite to the U.S.A. every time they
make a design improvement or introduce a new
model, they would surely find the costs prohibitive.

As I have a Landrover I will be happy to
participate in flying activities with all radio
hams, providing they are at least H3.
Please
contact me on Tumut 069-471445 or Mike Cullen on
069471457 to sign the log book etc.

I feel our local market is too small to
justify a levy being placed on every kite to
provide finances for sending prototypes to the
U.S.A., and hence the only person who will get
their kite certified is our one "international"
manufacturer.
Also I have heard from a few
sources that the kite he is selling here is not
exactly the same as his kite certified in the
U.S.A.
Please shout me down if this second hand
information is not true.

Derating Scheme
BY A PILOT

I hope your advertising policy is helping to
improve safety standards, because it is probably
not helping the smaller manufacturers to sell
kites, regardle s s of how "safe" he makes them.

I would like to propose a revolutionary new scheme
designed to help improve the standards of all
pilots of hang gliders, especially those who fly
less often than most. Here is the theory that I
have. Every three years (or five) every pilot is
derated one level lower. Scream. Yell!

On a lighter note,
going to show photos of
flying kites.
Or does
the back of the January
head.

Assuming that it will be possible to advise in
advance by SKYSAILOR, by say six months, or
even just set a National derating day, most pilots
will easily be able to re-test before their rating
runs out.

I thought you were not
people without helmets
the noteworthy person on
Skysailor have a hard

Keep up the good work,
John Walmsley
Tumut, N.S.W.

I see many advantages in this system:
A. When (if) theory questions are changed everyone
will have a genuine reason to brush up on their
knowledge.
B. Tasks can be changed if necessary, to apply more
realistically to more and more modern gliders
and techniques.
C. It will impress Transport Australia as it is
general practice tore-test all general
aviation pilots. (Usually every three years.)
D. Pilots who no longer fly will gradually be
phased out of the system, rather than becoming
dangerously old fashioned .
E. It will create a better liaison between Safety
Officers and Beginners, as they will see a lot
more of them.

Ye s, we are aware of the p roblems faced by
the"smaller manufacturers in c e rtifying their
~l i ders to USHGMA standards.
A number of avenues
are being explored which may reduce the costs
some what, i f indee d certification is practical
at all. However, we have to start somewhere
to ensure that safety standards are maintained
and the present policy is the best we can do
for th e moment.
Di d I sa y that the noteworthy pe rson was
flyin g a kit e ? He looks pretty stationary
to me ,' Ed.

Disadvantages :
A. It's a bumme r .
B. It will cost money, maybe a dollar a head.
C. Everyone wi 11 have to study to stay current,
i e new techniques.
As I am a chicken, please do not put my name to this
idea . Someone else can take the credit , if any .
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NEW SOUTH WALES
TArlGA'S

MARK.ET PLACE

'"
QUEENS LAND
f1EGA 3 U1ETEOR)
$1100
6 months old, 170 sq ft. All pale
blue with dark blue tip s. Immaculate
condition. Flies as if it were an
extens i on of your body. ~Ji 11 pack and
freight to any part of Australia.
Sacrificing my favourite toy at this
low pri ce.

WEDGETAIL B
Good condition. A floater to
suit a medium to l arge pilot .
Minimum Ratin II
Phone Chris 02 635 -8206.

$650 ono

BOWEN AERO
Blue , black and white with
rainbow panel on one side.
Curved fibreglass tips.
60% double surface . Floating crossbars. Onl y 55 lbs
in weight. US glider in
very good condition. Excellent L/D - sweet handling,
thermal machine.
Minimum Rating III
Steve Short (042)61-1544 (BH)
(042)61-6535 (AH)

$1 ,000 ono

REALISTIC 5

\~ATT 6 CHANNEL
$120
TALKIE
Unwanted Christmas present.
Still in box . Ext.Mic . &
Ext. Headphone.
Tony Armstrong (BH)80-0144 Ext.336(02)
(AH)80-3656(02)
\~ALKIE

Minimum Rating III
Phone:

MEGA I I
$950
Swivel crossbar. Orange
with purple leading edge
(don't laugh as it sits way
above all other gliders) .
Pilot selling to update .
Excellent flying condition.
Minimum Rating II
Tony Armstrong (BH)80-0144 Ext.336 (02)
(AH)80-3656 (02)

Tony Hanlon (071) 82 1848

COLVER X2
$225
Audio visual variometer, with Thommen
altimeter attached . On fold up arm
and SIS bracket. New cost - $325 .
Will send post paid.
Phone :

Tony Hanlon (071) 82 1848

BANDIT 180
Sky blue with red double
surface and red trim.
Good condition.
Minimum Ratin II
Phone: David r02)412-3612 (AH)

DELUXE PRONE HARNESS
$50
With stirrup. Gold colour. Used
twice. Valued at over $104. l'/i 11
se:1d post paid.
Phone:

Tony Hanlon

(071) 82 1848
WEDGETAIL B
$600
White with blue leading
edge and blue tips.
Harness. Excellent condo
Minimum Rating--Il
ph. 525-7747 (02)

\'JALKIE Tf.LKIES
$75
Matched pair of MIDLAND one watt,
hand held walkie talkies. 2 channels.
each with crystals supplied, plus
.
bonus A-frame mounts and rubber duckle
aerials. A new set of alkaline
batteries included. Replacement cost
$150. This is the perfect set for
your Hang Gliding School.
Phone:

SWIFT

Tony Hanlon (071) 82 1848

ALSO
PANEL
$300
With Ball Vario and aircraft
altimeter.
Bill Flint (02) 599-1325

INSTRU~ENT

HANG HARNESS
$20
Parachutes Australia Hang Harness .
Brand new. The most basic/practical
learners harness. Brand new price
547. Will send post paid.
Phone:

$1500 ONO
As new. Red, ye l low and black
Very few hours.
Minimum Rating--III
Bill Flint (02) 599-1325

(14ill sell the lot for $1650)

Tony Hanlon (071) 82 1848
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$850 ono

A.C. T.
WEDGETAIL B
Excellent condition.
Low
hours, 208 sq.ft . , collapsible
A-frame. Full length zip bag.
Harness also available.
Minimum Ratin II
John Pinchin062)41-6162

CHEVRON B
$550 ONO
210 sq. ft. - s uitable for
medium to heavy weight pilot .
A good floater for an
intermediate pilot . Gold with
red, green and white tips.
In good condition.

$575 ono

r

Minimum Rating II

VICTORIA

Dennis White (02) 230 5146 (BH)
(042) 94 2140 (AH)

SATURN
Anhedral rigging.
Colours
from tip to keel: white,
yellow, orange, red and
purple.
Good condition.
Minimum Rating I
Phone Ian: (03)580- 1455

$1350
U P COMET 165
conditi
on.
Light wei ght. Excellent

$200

Minimum Rating III
Phone: Ian Jarman (02) 698 8584
WANTED
Nimbus, Maxi or similar large
kite for 14 stone pilot (Hang I).
Phone Gary Hickson (053)34-0477 (AH)
(053)37-0389 (BH)

$1350

U P COMET 185
White , yellow, orange.
t·1inimum Rating III
Phone : Ian Jarman (02) 69 8 8584

CAN'T KEEP IT UP?
•

BALL VARIOMETERS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARI OMETERS ONE OF
WHICH WILL SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS:
* All prices q ~oted include the new Federal Government Sales Tax
All pri ces su bject to change without notice.
t~ODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only, internal
batteries (not supplied) . . ..... . . . . . . . ......... . . . . . .. $278*
MODEL 631 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full
range or up only , digital altimeter ,
uses internal batteries (not supplied) . .... . .. . . . ..... $470*
We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in Australia) on
all variometers sold.
ALSO AVAILABLE :
Winter Airs peed Indicators, self contained, made for
hang gl ider s . . ....... . . .. . .. .. .. . .. ..... . ... .. ... ... . . ..... . . .. . .. . $121*
Replogle Barogl'aphs, light weight, rugged and
reliable, 30,000' range ....... . . . . .. .... . . . .. ... . . . . .. ..... . . ... . . . $346*
Mechanical variometers ... . .. Compas ses . . . . . . Oxygen
For further information write or call Tom Gilbert

T. & J. Sailplane Services
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S.W.2570
PHONE (046) 66 7079 -
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A.H. (046) 57 1288

The Australian

Champion

t

STEVE BLENKI NSOP had never flown a SWIFT 190
before winning the Australian National Championships .
SWIFT PILOTS finished in six of the Top 10 places.
STEVE RUFFLES and JOHN REYNOLDSON finished
first and second in
, the Victorian State Championships
.
flying SWIFT 170 s .
RAY CHATFIELD in a SWIFT 170 had the best flight
average of 94 km. to lead the field into 1982 in
the AUSTRALIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE .

.

The SWIFT was not just designed to win competitions
It was designed for the simple joy of fl ying ... anywhere.
I
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Factor'y 15
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